Ten soldiers killed over weekend as IDF encircles Gaza City

Hamas is waiting in the tunnels

From the perspective of Hamas, it’s Friday’s reopenings in Lebanon that provide new strategic advantages. After building tension and uncertainty in the region for more than a week, Hamas launched a series of attacks against Israel. This included rockets and anti-personnel mortars, as well as underground tunnels. The situation has now escalated to a new level, with reports of Israeli forces preparing to enter Gaza.

The true interpretation of Hamas’ moves will be revealed through actions of its commanders.

“It is our view now that a response must be open at the highest level of the Hamas leadership. Only Hamas can prevent their forces from escalating further,” said the Hamas military wing.

The Israeli military has been on high alert, with forces massed along the Gaza border. The situation is still tense, with reports of further attacks expected in the coming days.

Galilee residents feel they must rely on themselves to boost defense

Thousands protest for hostages

Rallies held in cities across Israel

Jewish woman stabbed in France

Attack suspected as antisemitic

U.S. official: Hamas tried to sneak out fighters in ambulances via Rafah border

Hamas is waiting in the tunnels as IDF encircles Gaza City

Blinken pushes Netanyahu for ‘humanitarian pauses’

The United States is calling for a humanitarian pause in the fighting in Gaza as the death toll continues to rise. The move comes after several days of intense fighting, with Israeli forces targeting Hamas military installations and rocket launching sites.

The United States has been pressing for a humanitarian pause for some time, but the Israeli government has been resistant to the idea.

Blinken is set to travel to the Middle East later this week to meet with regional leaders and discuss the situation. He is expected to press for a ceasefire and a humanitarian pause.

Israelis warned to rethink travel abroad and downplay identity

Jonathan Lia

Israel’s National Security Council and Foreign Ministry issued a rare announcement advising Israelis to reconsider traveling abroad, particularly to Europe and North America. The decision was made in light of increasing anti-Semitism and anti-Israeli sentiment, and because of the threat of terrorist attacks.

The announcement said that anti-Semitism and incitement toward violence are on the rise in many countries in the world, including Europe and North America. It advised Israelis to be aware of their surroundings and to avoid situations that could put them in danger.

Thousands protest for hostages

Rallies held in cities across Israel

Hamas waited for a score from Israeli society and the United States to pressure the Israeli government to accept a humanitarian pause.

The true interpretation of Hamas’ pause will be revealed through actions of its commanders.

“It is our view now that a response must be open at the highest level of the Hamas leadership. Only Hamas can prevent their forces from escalating further,” said the Hamas military wing.

The Israeli military has been on high alert, with forces massed along the Gaza border. The situation is still tense, with reports of further attacks expected in the coming days.
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Thieves break into 90-year-old woman’s home in Rome

A thief broke into a 90-year-old woman’s home in Rome last night, stealing around 20,000 euros in cash and jewels. The woman, who lives alone, woke up to find the intruder in her home.

The thief reportedly fled the scene after taking the money and jewels. The police are investigating the case and have appealed for witnesses.

The situation in the region continues to be tense, with reports of further attacks expected in the coming days.
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